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Create a Refuge Specific MMG: 
1. Select the UTM Zone MMG Template that is appropriate for your refuge. 
2. Create a Copy and rename to suit your refuge. 
3. Open ArcCatalog. Expand geodatabase and prepare to load refuge specific grid.  
4. Update Grid_50m_UTM11 feature class properties. Update the Alias to include the refuge 

name. 

 
5. Load Grid_50m_UTM11  with grid or other polygon feature class. This grid was created in a prior 

operation using a Fishnet tool. 
6. Import Feature Class for Grid_5k_UTM11. The 5 kilometer cell grid was used in the GRTS draw 

and it used in the field protocol. If the intent is to use a random order for Block level sampling. 
Add a field for Block_Order and calculate random values for the column. See Calculating 
Random Numbers.pdf



Or auto increment a value.   

Code Block: 
rec=0 
def autoIncrement(): 
 global rec 
 pStart = 1 #adjust start value, if 
req'd  
 pInterval = 1 #adjust interval value, 
if req'd 
 if (rec == 0):  
  rec = pStart  
 else:  
  rec = rec + pInterval  
 return rec 

 

7. Open ArcMap. Develop a FWS refuge boundary feature class (and/or other pertinent spatial 
files), and easy way to do this is to export data in the data frame to the geodatabase. 

Processing Sample File: 
1. Clip out (using the boundary located in the refuge specific MMG database) the sample sites for a 

particular refuge from the master file (created by Jenny Barnett, March 2016), save data to the 
refuge specific database in the local UTM projection. This must match the projection of the grid 
layers. 

2. Further processing will occur on the refuge specific file. 
3. Remove out any overlapping sample sites (make sure the stratum is specific to the refuge at 

hand). 
4. Select ‘Plot_Order’ records with values  1 through 15. Use the Field Calculator to update the 

‘panel’ value to 1 on the selected records. 
5. Repeat. Create up to four panels. 
6. Select all sample sites that are inappropriate (located in open water or other non-suitable 

habitat). Calculate the panel value for those records to 99. 
7. Add a Distance field (integer). Calculate (Field Calculator) the value in the Distance column to 

450. (for all records) 
8. Add a Bearing field (integer). Calculate (Field Calculator) the value in the Bearing column to 0. 

(for all records) 
9. Calculate Geometry for the Latitude and Longitude columns to the appropriate local UTM Zone 

coordinates. 



 

Create the Transects: 
1. Open ArcToolbox > Data Management Tools > Features > Bearing Distance To Line. 
2. Use the graphic below to help set-up the correct parameters. Be sure to use the appropriate 

coordinate system. 
3. Name the new file SurveySites_LIT_Transects. LIT being the liternal for the refuge. 

 

4. Transfer attributes from Sample file to the Transect file. Add new fields to Transect feature 
class; Grid_ID (Text-20), Block (Text-20), Transect_Panel (Integer), Plot_Order (Integer) , 
Start_Lat  (Double), Start_Long (Double) 

5. Create a Join based on the ‘sample’ between the ‘survey sites’ and ‘transect’ feature classes. 
Use the Field Calculator to move the attributes. 



 
6. Use the Field Calculator to move the attributes between columns (of joined table). 

 

 
Grid_ID 
Block (=stratum) 
Transect_Panel (=panel) 
Plot_Order  
Start_Lat  (=ycoord) 
Start_Long (=xcoord)

 



7. Once the fields are calculated, remove the Join between the ‘survey sites’ and ‘transect’ feature 
classes. 

8. Definition queries are a nice way to develop the panel maps and focus down field data 
checkouts.  

 

Creating the Maps: 
1. Develop site maps. Definition queries are a nice way to develop the panel maps. 
2. Label Sample Transect start points. In order to label only those transects in panel 1 (definition 

query), you would set-up label classes.  

 

3. Create a Class for Panel 1, Use the SQL Query to limit the labelled features to only those in 
panel. 

4. Keep label field of Plot_Order. Be sure the check box for Label features in the class is only turned 
on for the panel 1 (or whatever panel is being mapped).  

5. Label the Blocks. 
6. Set-up Bookmarks for each Block and one for the entire refuge. 



7. Create maps for each Block and one overview map of the entire refuge. 
8. Develop a set for Panel 1 and 2. Later in the season we can determine if we need a third and 

fourth panel map set. 
9. Add refuge boundary to map. 
10. If useful we can add the NWI layer for reference. 
11. Save individual MXD for the refuge. 

Results: 
First panel (plot order 1-15) per block, across the entire refuge 

 

  



First panel (plot order 1-15) in specific block. 
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